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Executive spreadsheets and team stat-sheets 


For most arduous executives, the bottom line is the bottom line. And for the ones that are very 
interested in what that looks like from a monetary perspective, it comes down to examining the 
digits. In fact, more than 50% of executives are now converting to digital platforms to keep their 
eyes on the numbers, as they tick away rapidly. Nowadays, technological compatibilities, such as 
personal tablets, Mac IOS, Android, Keynote, and Numbers, are giving new life to spreadsheets and 
presentations. Providing a more versatile and seamless appeal for execs to evolve in the new age of 
high-volume device usage. There are still quite a few ‘excel execs’ that prefer the accustomed 
method of hard copies over a frothed roast for measures. Other executives might set their sights on 
valuing factors such as merit-based initiative, community accountability programs & participation, 
as a way to conduce corporate responsibility. 


This leads us to asking this question, who’s right? Which executive is making the best decision in 
leading their organization on the right course? The answer is like most answers, ambiguous and 
overtly bias. Nearly 87% of all Founders/CEO’s will face pivotal dilemmas involving numbers shown 
on quarterly spreadsheets, compared to actual numbers submitted for an annual reporting as errors 
are inevitable to avoid. Even in the modern business era of social enterprise, numbers are still an 
inherent factor for execs in the soft power sector. Can modern technologies help diffuse those 
barriers many execs are faced with? Certainly, companies like Coda are positioning themselves as 
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the preeminent source for companies to use digital spreadsheets. With more execs now evolving 
with modern tech, a definite shift of culture will soon follow and answer this complex question. 


For sport teams, stat sheets are a zillion times as important. Assorting essential components for 
players, coaches, managers, media and executives, to work as one ‘multi-tandem’ force. In the 
modern business era, metric-data-based analytics has a huge demand in the global workforce, and 
retrieval of this data becomes a key point of interest when beginning to scale for growth. Having 
crucial technologies, mixed with human ability to track and analyze analytics accurately is where a 
lot of organizations are shifting their sights on. Digital assessment and analytic processing tools, are 
highly sought after for sufficient results and tech support as brands continue to grow. Teams are 
even inclining in investing heavily in augmented technologies at the gym, office and facilities to help 
them gain an edge. Teams in the modern era are using lightning fast integrated technologies such 
as, Google Sheets, iPhone IOS Apps, AI, etc., to produce instant statistics to use during practices 
and games. 


Trendy, however steady, the tech-wave is evolving rapidly and its making sports organizations stay 
relative and competitive at the same beat.    
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